It SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES
TIMS, which published it get off to a start that would also provide a basis for further growth not only in themselves but also in a society (TIMS) which would, in turn, greatly enlarge the prospects for these and other related developments in the management sciences.
By emphasis at least, the first of these two articles was designed tu appeal to immediate use and understanding. The emphasis in the second article was directed to longer range potentials for additional applications in the then new discipline of linear programming. Some of these applications included extensions to areas like "inequality contlrahcd regression, " "multi-dimensional objective optimizations" and their ?xtensions to ordinal non-metric scaling, including non-2 ArcKmodean constructs. New theory as -well as new methodological possibilities were also naturally kept in mind, and exploited as their 1. See [2] and [3] in the bibliography appendix to this paper.
2. See [4] . As in these other developments, applications associated with the OCMM models have provided points which now make It possible to undertake further methodological and theoretical developments as well as applications, that will provide still better bases for future extensions. This, in fact, is the point of the present paper, which will be followed by others, in which we shall undertake to join some of the preceding work (e. g.. in model approximation and goal programming)
Introduction
Explicit solutions to linear programming or linear fractional programming problems presently exist only for special cases, the 6 most general of which are the full row rank interval programming 7 and the full row rank linear fractional programming.
In some cases these models are of direct interest. This naturally includes those cases where problems can be modelled to fit the theoretical and computational requirements. It also includes cases for which modclfetructurd approximation and parameterization methods can yield either exact or approximate solutions to more 8. oee ( 6). There are at present no comparable classes of explicit solutions to "goal programming" models. The increased usage now being accorded to this type of model, however, would seem to justify such developments in order to anticipate benefits for thfs class which are analogous to those described in the preceding paragraph.
The present paper is directed toward developing such solution procedures for the general case of piecewise linear, but separable, "goal functionals. " We define a separable functional as a sum of one-variable goal functionals. A one-variable goal functional, f.(x ), is a function that is monotone decreasing for x. t g --g = the stipulated j goal--and monotone Increasing for x, >g.. Note, however, that strict monotonicity is not required. In fact for the important "goal interval" type of model, the functional has a constant minimum over a whole interval.
The following examples are included in this class:
(i) Absolute value functions, including those with asymmetric weights and multi-goal components.
(ii) General convex piecewise linear functionals we shall proceed to our results for obtaining explicit solutions via general separable convex piecewise linear functionals, which will be covered in section 3. In this section--!, e., section 3--we shall obtain a linear programming equivalent which will be extended in section 4 where procedures for obtaining explicit solutiors will be delineated. Section 3 will then conclude tHs paper with a numerical example which will serve to illustrate some of the results achieved in the present paper and also indicate some of the possible extensions that will be covered in later papers in this series.
10. See ( 7 ) Gharwooi Cooprr, Thompson for exact deflnttlOhs and elaborations.
.
A General Reduction Lemma:
The following lemma is established in far greater generality than we shall require for this paper. 
Thus, (1.2) is still satisfied. Also f-(x. ) is monotone increasing Jo Jo for h; * X; . We therefore obtain a decrease (or at lease no Jo Jo increase) by setting A at its upper limit "E and define x^ = x. -8-w u be a valid type of replacement for the single constraint of the lemma.
Se the illustration in Section 5.
We proceed first to consider, however, the particular case To see that these x* choices are optimal we observe that they satisfy .tinfy the other dual constraints in (5.2) since, as may be seen, these \ * choices give
11. I. e., we are here using a variant of the "regrouping principle" first set forth in [ 9 ) as a means of obtaining explicit solutions r ia the dual problem. See also (4).
)
-11-This completes the proof that our explicit solution x" is optimal.
li also shows in full detail how we can use the lemma to obtain explicit solutions in this class of cases. The next section will extend this result to ehe case of general separable convex plecewise linear f'inrtionals.
'}. The General Separable Convex Piecewise Linear Functional
The functional we are considering is separable--!.e., it Is a sum of functions each involving only one variable. Hence, we will l-o ihlr to apply Lemma 1 and perform a reduction on one variable a( a time to obtain a linear programming format. The explicit solution will then be developed and exhibited in the section after this -16-Because we are dealing with a piecewise linear and convex problem, we have been able to reduce the portion corresponding to one variable t to a separable linear form on the t with individual interval constraints. Going back to our total functional (which is the sum of functions of one variable each) and splitting each variable whose functional is nonlinear, into a sum, as above, we have thereby reduced tht solution of the general convex problem to that of a linear program.
The solution of the latter will be exhibited in the following section.
Explicit Solution
Because of the equivalence we have developed in the last section ; dween functions in f a (t) and f s {t) format, we can evidently always write the general convex piecewise linear separable functional (with u finite number of pieces) as a linear functional subject to internal constraints on the "incremental" variables. We shall therefore take our candidate for explicit solution in the reduced (equivalent) form:
. Ax The use of this technique, together with other reductions that are possible for special goal programming functionals, will be presented in additional reports in this series together with applications involving various utilizations of advance starts. As a start toward that end we have supplied a numerical illustration which illustrates some of the preceding developments.
Numerical Illustration:
We now conclude the present paper with a numerical example which illustrates the remarks we have just made. For this purpose we adapt an example from the paper which initiated this series of studies ----l ~ E v id n 1 -ou r 1 · ·na 1 s t ro . ur~, a i mpl ifica ion s t < t a hieving a o l u io t t P o· .nea · p < 11 ' l1 ( 6 ) in \·ol-·I r ac ir a l y noth' ng more tha n m e r y ~olL t1 n by ir l ( dion f \\ O , c h ~ 1a lP lit e ar probl ms.
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